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Need
Help?

If you should ever need assistance, we are never 
more than a phone call away at (800) 237-3835!

Visit nemitchell.com for more information 
about all of our Heating Oil, Propane, Heating 

and Cooling Products and Services.

We hope this letter finds you healthy and enjoying the remaining weeks of 
Summer.  We have been hard at work the past few months, as we continue 
to expand our customer service capabilities and improve the fuel that we 
deliver to you.  In this edition of our newsletter, you will find information about 
our new website, which now allows you to have text conversations with our 
customer service team.  Texting is the preferred method of communication for 
many of our customers, so we are excited to add this new customer service 
option.  Of course, you can always feel free to call or email us with any of 
your questions.  Also, in this edition of the Mitchell Times you will find some 
important information about the change that heating oil will undergo in the 

coming years as we transition to a new low-carbon fuel blend.  This is an important step forward for the environment and the 
future of our product, and we are excited to be a part of our community’s clean energy future!  

From the Mitchell Family!

Understanding your AC systems SEER rating
SEER (seasonal energy efficency rating) measures air conditioning cooling efficiency, which is calculated by the 
cooling output for a typical cooling season divided by the total electric energy consumption during the same time 
frame. A SEER rating is a maximum efficiency rating, just like a cars highway miles per gallon rating vs its city rating. 
A higher SEER rating means greater energy efficiency. The minimum standard SEER rating is 13 for air conditioners. 
Most modern air conditioners have a SEER that ranges from 13 to 21. ENERGY STAR qualified central air conditioners 
must have a SEER rating of 14.5 to qualify. It’s important to remember that the efficiency of your system can also 
depend on the size of your home, your current ductwork and other variables. Stuffing the highest SEER rated unit into 
your home does not mean the best performance and thats why it’s important to have your 
system designed by a trained professional. Michell and our trained HVAC sales reps can 
calculate your systems needs and offer quality name brands that will have you comfortable 
in no time. Don’t forget that having your cooling system serviced annually 
allows peak performance, efficency and system longevity. 

Current federal regulations mandate a minimum of 13 SEER in our area this 
is scheduled to increase to a minimum of 14 SEER on January 1st 2023.



This edition of Spotlight shines on Leon Clark. Leon 
is a licensed heating and air conditioning technician 
that has been a part of the Mitchell team since 2002. 
Throughout his 19 years of service at Mitchell, Leon’s 

hard work, dedication and knowledge of oil heat 
and air conditioning systems has made him a 
valuable resource for our customers and his 

fellow employees.  When he is not serving our customers, Leon enjoys 
spending time with his wife and 2 children at their home in Brookfield 
as well as hunting and fishing.

Protect your fuel prices
Plan for the year ahead and let us help provide you with peace of mind. 
Our Price Protection Plans are designed to help you control your energy 
costs. No matter your budget we have a plan that will fit your needs. 
For more information on how to enroll in our PreBuy, Fixed or Price Cap 
options, give us a call or visit our website today. 
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Employee Spotlight
Whether you are renovating your kitchen, adding a generator, putting 
in a gas log set or installing a patio and outdoor living space, be sure 
to make propane a centerpiece of your summer projects. If you’re 
planning any projects that require propane piping or 
equipment, Mitchell can install, run any necessary 
gas lines, increase your current propane 
storage, and assist in future project 
planning. Call today and schedule a 
free, no obligation site assessment 
for your next project!

Propane Projects

Allow you to heat and cool your home more efficiently
Identify potential problems before becoming major issues
Assess your system for longevity with recomendations

What our tune-up’s can do for you:

One of the most important services we provide our customers is their annual tune-up. 
Annual maintenance should be performed on your home’s heating and cooling systems to 
ensure that the units continue to run safely and efficiently.

Annual Tune-Ups 

System 2000 A Smart Investment
For Your Comfort=

One of our favorite units the System 2000 which is made in the USA right in NJ and can save you up to 
40% on your fuel usage! These high efficency units don’t sacrifice performance for efficiency either, you 
will get virtually limitless hot water with reduced fuel consumption.

Learn how your old boiler compares to a System 2000 
Scan the QR code to see the differences of a standard boiler vs a System 2000

SAVE UP TO 40% on your fuel usage
Virtually limitless hot water
Rebates and Financing available
Whisper quiet operation

Scan the QR code to learn more.
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nemitchell.com


